BT’s Budget Special

WHAT does Budget 2011 mean to you and your business? What are the implications of this year’s budget? Find out in depth coverage of the Budget on Feb 19, where our resident supermarket, business leaders and expert analysts, will put their forces to offer a comprehensive spread. And before the plan unfolds, be sure to check www.business-times.com.sg for news and analysis on the Budget to be unveiled tomorrow.

Finance Minister Thomas Teo will deliver the 2011 Budget at 11am EST. He will broadcast live over Channel NewsAsia and over the radio on 938Live.

Bubbly businesses hint at 10% growth in Q1

Economy will continue to expand, shows BT-UniSIM Business Climate Survey

The properties of firms which are growing in their sales, profits and new orders have been highlighted. For companies that experienced a fall in sales, profits and new orders, the difference between the percentage of positive and negative responses was a low of between 10 to 25 per cent. For weaker businesses, the ratio of perceptions had fallen to near zero. The net positive ratio for firms which saw growth this year rose to 10 per cent.